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About This Game

Fly your spaceship from wormhole to wormhole, navigating dangerous space station obstacle courses and collecting crystals
from the wreckage of fallen enemies. The Crystal Nebula demands your highest dexterity and accuracy in order to shoot and

dodge your way through its waves of opposition! Prepare to take room-scale to its fullest as you steer your ship from bound to
bound, traversing the many traps of the derelict space stations and flourishing to avoid enemy fire. Demonstrate your resolve

with online leaderboards and special prizes for top fighters!
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This DLC is great!! Now we just need more tracks.. An in depth management simulation of the wrestling world. It takes you
completely backstage of all the things that takes place behind the scenes of the real world. You can pretty much take an idea and
put it to paper, but you'll soon find that the idea is either not worth it or it simply worked out for you. You have to understand
every wrestler you have with a gimmick, their salary, the scheduling (whether you book them in a show too many times or not
enough), learn how to build the momentum of a worker or to completely destroy their entire career, you can customize
absolutely everything, and you can fall in love with the in depth micro managing side of things. The best part of this game, is
that the modding community is mind blowing, from fantasy creations to updated real world mods. Currently, this modding
community is somewhat lackluster since TEW16 has been out (which I own), but sadly it isn't on Steam, which it really should
be. I go back and forth, as TEW13 has a better design layout in my opinion, but TEW16 is less buggy and has more features that
makes a difference between the two.

If you love management games, spending hours upon hours customizing, and love wrestling, this is the game you NEED.. It's sad
when the only good part about a game are the trading cards. Except that, the game is pure garbage,it looks unfinished..
Awesome! Thanks!. Entertaining game with simple strategy elements.

I normally don't play card based or strategy games, but I really enjoyed this one. Great for relaxing with a cute, little story.. Nice
puzzle game based on logical connective and boolean algebra.. old and gold :). Lack of VOLUME CONTROL ruins the game.
Having to hear the music blasting full volume constantly is lazy software development.. IF YOU PLAY BUY THIS FOR
DISCOUNT, YOU CUUUUNNNNNTTTTTTTT!!!!!!
BUY THIS OR RIOT!!!

SAVE ALL CUTE CATGIRLS, DON'T WAIT A DISCOUNT TO SAVE ALL CUTE CATGIRLS!!!!!. yes i recommend this
game but make sure you play in the same room, it was confusing to start up. and make sure you use regular mode NOT custom
because itsmore fun with regular mode until you know how custom works. So all you gotta do is get a group of people together
in same room so everyone can see the pictures and stuff on the laptop, only you buy the game and they all connect on their
phone while you have one laptop as host playing. Make sure your the first one to join so that you are host. Overall fun party
game though, not many out there. Recommended. Me and my friends couldnt find a way to play online maybe they could see it
if they are an "audience member" on a different device not sure.
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I wasn't sure what to think of this game walking into it. I wanted a game to play before I took a nap and was honestly hoping for
something that would put me to sleep.

This was not the case.

PestoForce did a good job of taking everything enjoyable about some of the older Zelda games and bringing those elements to
life in this new and colorful universe.

Overall, I think this game will be great once it is completely finished. Looking foward to playing more in the near future.. If you
like games thats fast pace vehicle killing games with capture points then i recommend this game :). Fun game for about 5 hours
then its really repetitive. After the first upgrade the challenge went away. You can work the resouces as you travel buying low
where you are at and selling high where you are traveling to so credits become pointless after a while. I think this game should
be $4.99 or less just due to the replay value being very low.. Get it on sale.. Awesome game concept/potential. It had lots of
interesting mechanics/dynamics, and a beautiful soundtrack etc. But then the developer disappeared for over a year, then
returned with a single patch and released the (unfinished) game. Very disappointing, as this game could have, in my opinion
reached impressive heights. It's games like this that have made me quite hesitant of placing my faith in indepentant developers
and purchasing their alpha games. I've seen several other games (like this one) grab the money, release an
undeveloped/premature game, and take a hike. Shameful.
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